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Abstract In light of the T transformation defined in the current quantum field theory, electromagnetic 
interaction is unchanged under time reversal. However, this kind of time reversal only lets tt −→  in the 
Hamiltonian of the coordinate space, without considering that the creation and annihilation processes of 
particles should also be reversed when the concrete problems are calculated in momentum space. In fact, 
according to the current T  transformation of quantum field theory, creation operator of spinor particle is 
still creation operator and annihilation operator is also still annihilation operator with ( ) ( )pbTpTb ss ?? −=−1  
and ( ) ( )pdTpTd ss ?? −= +−+ 1 . This result does not represent the real meaning of time reversal. In the 
interaction process, a particle’s creation operator should become the annihilation operator and its 
annihilation operator should become the creation operator after time reversal. We should define them as 
( ) ( )pbTpTb ss ?? −= +−1  and ( ) ( )pdTpTd ss ?? −=−+ 1 . It is proved that when the reversion of creation and 
annihilation processes is considered in momentum space, under the condition of high energy, a great 
symmetry violation of time reversal would be caused in some low order processes of electromagnetic 
interaction just as the Compton scattering in which the propagation lines of fermions are contained. This 
result contradicts with the experiments of particle physics and is impossible. Meanwhile, it is proved that 
the normalization processes of the third order vertex angles of electromagnetic interaction also violate time 
reversal symmetry, no matter in the coordinate space or in the momentum space. But the symmetry 
violation is small with a magnitude order about 510－ . The similar problems exist in the current C  
transformation of quantum field theory. The C  transformation of creation and annihilation operator can 
not be consistent with the C  transformation of spinor particle’s wave functions in momentum space. We 
can obtain the correct C  transformation of creation and annihilation operator, but can not obtain the 
correct C  transformation of wave functions )( pus
?  and )( pvs ?  in momentum space. Therefore, the 
current rules of T,C  transformations in quantum field theory has serious defect and should be redefined.  
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1. Introduction 
In light of the current understanding, the electromagnetic interaction processes of micro-particles is 
unchanged under time reversal, for the motion equation of quantum mechanics and the interaction 
Hamiltonian of electromagnetic interaction are invariable under time reversal. On the other hand, as we 
know that the evolution processes of common macro-material systems which obey the second law of 
thermodynamics always violate time reversal symmetry. Because macro-systems are composed of atoms 
and molecules, and atoms and molecules are composed of charged micro-particles, by the logical 
deductions, the evolution processes of macro-systems should also have the symmetry of time reversal. 
There exists a basic contradiction here, that is, the so-called irreversibility paradox. Though many theories 
have been advanced up to now, for example, the theories of coarseness and mixing current and so on ( )1 , 
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none can be regarded to be satisfied. By considering the consistency of nature law, we had to ask whether 
or not our understanding on the micro-processes has some basic wrong?  
In fact, the author’s has proved, in the paper tilted “Electromagnetic Retarded Interaction and 
Symmetry Violation of Time Reversal in Light’s High Order Stimulated Radiation and Absorption 
Processes” ( )2 , that when the retarded effect of radiation fields is taken into account, the light’s high order 
stimulated radiation and stimulated absorption probabilities are not the same so that time reversal symmetry 
would be violated, though the total Hamiltonian of electromagnetic interaction is still unchanged under 
time reversal. The reason to cause time reversal symmetry violation is that a certain filial or partial 
transitive processes of bounding state atoms are forbidden or can’t be achieved actually due to the law of 
energy conservation, the asymmetric actions of effective transition operators before and after time reversal, 
as well as the special states of atoms themselves. These restrictions would cause the symmetry violation of 
time reversal of other filial or partial transition processes which can be actualized really. This kind of 
symmetry violation takes place in the second order processes, so the magnitude order of symmetry 
violation is quite big when the radiation fields are strong enough. In fact, a great number of experiments 
have shown that the production processes of laser and most of non-linear optical processes, just as the 
optical processes of sum frequency, double frequency and different frequency, double stable states ( )3 , 
self-focusing and self-defocusing ( )4 , echo phenomena ( )5 , as well as optical self-transparence and self 
observations ( )6  and so on, are obviously violate the time reversal symmetry. Only because the current 
theory does not think that time reversal symmetry violation would exists in micro- processes, physicists 
look at but can not see them. So after the retarded interaction is taken into account, the current formula of 
light’s stimulated radiation and absorption parameters with time reversal symmetry should be revised. A 
more reliable foundation can be established for the theories of laser and nonlinear optics in which 
non-equilibrium processes are involved. 
Similarly, it is easy to prove that after the retarded electromagnetic interaction is considered, the 
Hamiltonian of electromagnetic interaction would not keep unchanged under time reversal. The scattering 
processes of charged micro-particles would also violate the symmetry violation of time reversal. But in this 
case, the symmetry violation is very small with the magnitude order about 510−  direct ratio to 33 c/v . 
Because the current experimental precision about the experiments of the time reversal is low with the 
magnitude order about 32 1010 −− ~ ( )7 , it is not enough for us to verify such low symmetry violation. We 
need more accumulate experiments to find the possible symmetry violation in the scattering processes of 
charged micro- particles. Unfortunately, the existence of the electromagnetic retarded interaction has been 
neglected for a long time in quantum mechanics. We need to pay attention to this problem when we use the 
motion equation of quantum mechanics to deal with the problems under extreme conditions such as strong 
electromagnetic fields, high density and high temperature and so do. In these cases, the electromagnetic 
retarded effects would become great so that it can not omit. 
The result above is based on non-relativity quantum mechanic. In this paper and the follow-up paper 
“A More Rational and Perfect Scheme of T,P,C  Transformations as well as T,P,C Violations in 
Renormalization Processes of High Order Perturbation in Quantum Field Theory”, we discuss the problems 
of quantum field theory. It is proved that after the high order Perturbation renormalization effects are 
considered, the electromagnetic interaction processes would violate the symmetry of time reversal. The 
magnitude order of symmetry violation is also about 510− , coincides with that in the non-relative quantum 
mechanics when the electromagnetic retarded effect is considered. The reason is that the current time 
reversal definition of particle’s creation and annihilation operators are not real time reversal. The C  
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transformation of creation and annihilation operator can not be consistent with the C  transformation of 
spinor particle’s wave functions in momentum space. We can obtain the correct C  transformation of 
creation and annihilation operator, but can not obtain the correct C  transformation of wave functions 
)( pus
?  and )( pvs ?  in momentum space. By introducing the really correct definitions, T and C  
symmetry violations would be caused in the high order perturbation renormalization of electromagnetic 
interaction. 
In this way, the origin problem of irreversibility in the evolution processes of macro-systems can be 
soled well from both quantum mechanics and quantum field theory. The result can also be used to solve the 
asymmetry origin problem of positive and anti-material in the evolution processes of the universe. 
  
2. The problem of T transformation in the current quantum theory of fields 
Let’s first discuss the problem of time reversal of electromagnetic interaction. In quantum field theory, 
the T  transformations of electromagnetic field μA  and spinor field ψ  in the coordinate space are 
defined as individually 
                                ( ) ( )t,xATt,xTA −−=− ?? μμ 1                               (1) 
   ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t,xt,xit,xT~Tt,xT −=−=−=− ???? ψσψγγψψ 2311                    (2) 
   ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) 42421 γσψγψσψ t,xt,xTt,xT −=−= ++− ???                      (3) 
In which I22 σσ～ , 312 γγσ i=  is the Pauli matrix and I  is a 22×  unit matrix. The Hamiltonian of 
electromagnetic interaction is  
                   ℋ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]t,xt,xt,xt,xt,xAiet,x ?????? ττμτμμ ψγψψγψ −−= 2                 (4) 
In the current quantum field theory, the time reversal of (4) is carried out in light of the following 
procedure ( )8 . By considering that the operator T of time reversal is anti-unitary one, we have the time 
reversal relation *TT αα =−1 and ∗− −= μμ γγ iTTi 1 . By considering the relations 2442 σγγσ =  and 
μμ γσγσ =∗ 22 , based on the definitions (1) ~ (4) , we have 
T ℋ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
−−−−−−−=
∗+− txtxtxtxtxAieTtx ,,,,,
2
, 242242
1 ?????? ττ
μ
ττ
μμ ψσγγσψψσγγσψ ＋  
              ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) =⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
−−−−−−−= txtxtxtxtxAie ,,,,,
2
????? ττ
μ
τ
μμ ψγψψγψ ℋ ( )t,x −?          (5) 
Because the result is the same to calculate transition probability by using both ℋ ( )t,x −?  and ℋ ( )t,x? , in 
this meaning, we say that electromagnetic interaction is unchanged under time reversal. 
The transformation above is carried out in the coordinate space and the actions of internal propagation 
lines of electron and photon are not considered. The Hamiltonian contains all processes of electromagnetic 
interaction actually such as electron-electron scattering, positive electron-electron scattering, positive 
electron-electron annihilation, electron-photon scattering and positive electron-photon scattering and so on. 
The result of (5) indicates that for the sum of all processes, electromagnetic interaction is invariable under 
time reversal. However, as we known that it is impossible for these processes to take place simultaneously 
in general. We need to know the transition probability of each single process and its time reversal. The 
transition probability of a single process is always calculated in the momentum space, in which the internal 
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propagation line of electrons or photons is involved. We take the electron-photon Compton scattering of the 
second process as an example for further discussion. The process is shown below 
                    γγ +→+ −− ee  
                  ( )r,p        ( )σ,k         ( )s,q        ( )ρ,l  
For simplification, the interference of identical particles is not considered. By omitting invariable factor, 
the probability amplitude of process in the momentum space is 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )puk
mQ
iQmlquiS rs
???? σ
μμ
αα
ν
ρ
ν εγ
γγε 22 +
−
−～                       (6) 
Here kpQ +=  is the four dimension momentum. According to the current definition, under time 
reversal, we have ii −→ , kk
??
−→ , ( ) μμ kik,kk −→= 0? , QQ ?? −→  and ( ) μμ QiQ,QQ −→= 0? . 
Therefore, we get 
( ) ( ) ∗∗− =⋅−−= αααα γγγγ iQiQ,QiTiQT 401 ??                        (7) 
In light of (2), if we define the time reverse of wave functions in momentum space as 
( ) ( ) ( )pupuiTpTu sss ??? 2311 σγγ ==−           ( ) ( ) 421 γσpuTpuT ss ?? +− =             (8) 
While the time reversal of electromagnetic field in the momentum space is  
                                 ( ) ( )kTkT ?? σμσμ εε −=−1                                  (9) 
Similar to the transformation of (5), by considering the formulas above and the relations 2442 σγγσ =  as 
well as μμ γσγσ =∗ 22 , we obtain the time reversal of (6) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )puk
mQ
iQmlqiuTSTS rsT
???? σ
μμ
αα
ν
ρ
ν εσγ
γγγσε 22242
1 ∗
∗
∗+−
+
−
= ～  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )puk
mQ
iQmlqiu rs
???? σ
μμ
αα
ν
ρ
ν εσγσ
σγσ
σγσεγ 2222 22224
∗
∗
∗+
+
−
=  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) Spuk
mQ
iQmlqui rs −=
+
−
=
???? σ
μμ
αα
ν
ρ
ν εγ
γγε 22                  (10) 
It indicates SSSS TT
++
= , i.e., the transition probability is unchanged under time reversal. 
This is just the time reversal of the current theory of quantum field. However, it should be pointed out 
that (11) is not the real time reversal of (6), for it does not contain the reversion of particle’s creation and 
annihilation process which exists actually. As we known in quantum field theory, the process described by 
(6) indicates that an electron with momentum p?  represented by ( )pur ?  and a photon with momentum k?  
represented by ( )k?σμε  are annihilated at the space-time point 1x , while an electron with momentum q?  
represented by ( )qus ?  and a photon with momentum l?  represented by ( )l?ρνε  are created at the 
space-time point 2x . The time reversal of this process should be that an electron with momentum q
?
−  
represented by ( ) ( )ququ ss ?? =−  and a photon with momentum l?−  represented by ( )l?ρνε−  are 
annihilated at the space-time point 2x , while an electron with momentum p
?
−  represented by 
( ) ( )pupu rr ?? =−  and a photon with momentum k?−  represented by ( )k?σμε−  are created at the 
space-time point 1x . But what described by (11) does not represent this process, for it only simply reverses 
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the directions of particle’s momentums without reversing the creation and annihilation processes of 
particles.  
In order to see the problem more clearly, let’s reword the process to deduce the time reversal of creation 
and annihilation operators of spinor particles in the current quantum field theory. The quantized spinor field 
can be written as ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )t,xt,xt,x ??? +− += ψψψ  and ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )txtxtx ,,, ??? +− += ψψψ  with 
( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∑ −− =
s,p
Etx.pi
ss epbpuE
mt,x
?
?????ψ       ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Etx.piss
s,p
epdpv
E
mt,x −−++ ∑= ??? ???ψ  
 ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∑ −− =
sp
Etxpi
ss epdpvE
mtx
,
.,
?
?????ψ       ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Etxpiss
sp
epbpu
E
mtx −−++ ∑= ??? ??? .,,ψ     (11) 
In which )( pbs
?  is operator to annihilate a positive spinor particle, )( pbs ?+  is one to create a positive 
spinor particle. )( pds
?  is one to annihilate a spinor anti-particle and )( pds ?+  is one to create a spinor 
anti-particle. ( )pus ?  is external factor to annihilate a positive spinor particle in momentum space, ( )pvs ?  
is external factor to create an spinor anti-particle. ( )pus ?  is external factor to create spinor positive 
particle and ( )pvs ?  is external factor to annihilate a spinor anti-particle. Because of 12 =σ , by 
multiplying 2σ  on the two sides of (2), we obtain 
   ( ) ( )txTtxT −=− ,, 12 ?? ψψσ                               (12) 
According to (11), we have 
            ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∑ ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
+=− +−++
sp
Etxpi
ss
Etxpi
ss epdpvepbpuE
mtx
,
..,
?
???? ?????ψ   
             ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∑ ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
−−+−−= −+−
sp
Etxpi
ss
Etxpi
ss epdpvepbpuE
m
,
..
?
???? ????             (13) 
In the formula, we have considered the fact that the results are the same to sum over p?  and p?− . On the 
other hand, we relation ( )8  
( ) ( ) ( )pupupui sss ??? −== *231 σγγ         ( ) ( ) ( )pvpvpvi sss ??? −== *231 σγγ            (14) 
( ) ( ) ( )pupupu sss ??? −=−=∗ 22 σσ         ( ) ( ) ( )pvpvpv sss ??? −=−=∗ 22 σσ             (15) 
By considering relation *TT αα =−1 and using (15), we have 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∑ ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
+= −−+−−−−
sp
Etxpi
ss
Etxpi
ss eTpTdpveTpTbpuE
mTtxT
,
.1*
2
.1*
2
1
2 , ?
???? ?????
σσψσ   
         ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∑ ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
−+−= −−+−−−
sp
Etxpi
ss
Etxpi
ss eTpTdpveTpTbpuE
m
,
.1.1
?
???? ????        (16) 
By comparing (13) with (16), we get 
                 ( ) ( )pbTpTb ss ?? −=−1                 ( ) ( )pdTpTd ss ?? −= +−+ 1              (17) 
Thus we see that after time reversal, the creation operator of a spinor particle is still a creation operator and 
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the annihilation operator of a spinor particle is also still an annihilation operator, besides the directions of 
particle’s momentums are reversed. Though it seams rational for free particles without creation and 
annihilation, it is improper for the practical interaction processes with particle’s creations and annihilations, 
in which creation operator should become annihilation operator and annihilation operator should become 
creation operator after time reversal. So in interaction processes, the rational time reversal transformations 
of particle’s creation and annihilation operators should be 
                ( ) ( )pbTpTb ss ?? −= +−1                 ( ) ( )pdTpTd ss ?? −=−+ 1                (18) 
It is obvious that (17) can not describe the time reversal of real processes with interactions. 
The same problems also exist for the quantized scalar field and electromagnetic fields based on the time 
reversal definition (1). Based on it, we deduce the same results that the creation operator of a particle is still 
a creation operator and the annihilation operator of a particle is also still an annihilation operator after time 
reversal, but we do not discuss them any more here. So it can be said that there exists basic fault for the 
definition of time reversal in the current quantum field theory. 
In (16), we have tacitly approved the below reversions of spinor fields in momentum space actually 
( ) ( )puTpTu ss ?? ∗− =1                 ( ) ( )pvTpTv ss ?? ∗− =1                 (19) 
From the relations, we have 
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) 441 γγ τ pupuTpuT sss ??? == +∗−        ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) 441 γγ τ pvpvTpvT sss ??? == +∗−        (20) 
By considering (14), we obtain 
( ) ( ) ( )pupuTpTu sss ??? −== ∗− 21 σ          ( ) ( ) ( )pvpvTpTv sss ??? −== ∗− 21 σ          (21) 
On the other hand, the helicity of spinor particle is defined as p/ps ??? ⋅= Σ , in which Σ?  is particle’s spin. 
Under time reversal, we have 
→→
−→ ΣΣ  and pp ?? −→ , so the helicity s  is unchanged. By considering 
the fact that the wave functions of spinor particles in the momentum space are the eigen states of helicity, 
when s  is unchanged but the directions of particle’s momentums are reversed, the forms of wave 
functions are still unchanged ( )8 . Speaking concretely, let IσΣ ?? = and ppn ??? /= , σ?  is Pauli matrix and 
I  is 22× matrix. The projection of σ?  on n?  is θσϕθσϕθσσσ cossinsincossin 321 ++=⋅= nn ?? . 
)( pus
?  and )( pvs ?  are the function θ  and ϕ . If s  is unchanged, when pp ?? −→ , we have σσ ?? −→  
simultaneously. Therefore, when s  is unchanged, when pp ?? −→ , we have 
                     ( ) ( )pupu ss ?? =−                    ( ) ( )pvpv ss ?? =−                 (22) 
So (21) is the same with (8). 
It is proved below that the reversions of creation and annihilation processes can be reached by using 
(19). But time reversal symmetry would be violated when we calculate the second processes of 
electromagnetic interaction in which the internal propagation lines of electrons are contained. For the 
convenience of calculation, we define matrixes μγ  and μγ~  which are equivalent with μγ  
( ) ( )432144321444 γγγγγγγγγγγγγγ μμ ,,,,,~ −=−−== ∗                 (23) 
( ) ( )4432144 γγγγγγγγγγ μμ ,,, ?−=−−−==       ( ) μτμ γγγγγγ =−−−= 4321 ,,,~       (24) 
It can be seen that μγ  and μγ~  are also the Hermitian matrixes with the same communicate relations 
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μνμννμμννμμννμ δγγγγγγγγγγγγ 2=== ＋＋＋ ~~~~                 (25) 
We let 
           ( )4Q,QQ ?−=μ           with       ( ) μμμμ γγγγ QQ,QQ =⋅−= 44??          (26) 
According to the definition (19), by using (8), (23) ~ (26), and inserting 124 =γ  in the formula, the time 
reversal of (6) becomes 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )puk
mQ
iQmlqiuS rsT
????
−
+
−
−
∗∗
∗
∗ σ
μμ
αα
ν
ρ
ν
τ εγγγγε 224～  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )qul
mQ
iQmkpiu sr
???? ρ
νν
αα
μ
σ
μ
τ εγγγγγγγε 42422
2
4
2
4
+
+
+∗
+
−
=  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )qul
mQ
Qimkpui sr
??? ρ
νν
αα
μ
σ
μ εγ
γγε 22 +
−
=                         (27) 
It is obvious that (27) satisfies the demand of creation and annihilation process reversion, so it can 
represent the time reversal of (6). Meanwhile, by relation ( ) ( ) αααααα γγγγγ QiiQiQ,QiiQ ==−⋅−=+ 40?? , ( ) αααα γγ iQQi =+ , αα γγγγ ＝44  and μμ γγ =+ , the complex conjugations of (6) and (27) are individually 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )qul
mQ
iQmkpiuS sr
???? ρ
νν
αα
μ
σ
μ εγγ
γγε 422 +
−++～  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )qul
mQ
iQmkpiu sr
???? ρ
νν
αα
μ
σ
μ εγγγ
γγγγε 42422
2
4
2
4
+
−
=
+  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )qul
mQ
iQmkpui sr
???? ρ
νν
αα
μ
σ
μ εγ
γγε 22 +
−
=                      (28) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )puk
mQ
iQmlqiuS rsT
????
422 γεγ
γγε νμμαανρν ++++
+
−
−=   
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )puk
mQ
iQmlqiu rs
????
4
2
422
2
4
2
4 γεγγ
γγγγε νμμαανρν
+
−
−=
+   
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )puk
mQ
Qimlqui rs
???? σ
μμ
αα
ν
ρ
ν εγ
γγε 22 +
−
−=                       (29) 
By comparing TS  with 
+S , as well as +TS  with S , we know that the differences between them are at 
μQ  and μQ ( or Q
?
−  and Q
?
). Only let μμ QQ →  (or QQ
??
−→ ) in SS + , we get TT SS
+ . In this case, 
we have SSSS TT
++ ≠ , the transition probability density can not keep unchanged under time reversal.  
In order to know the magnitude of symmetry violation, we do the concrete calculation below. The 
current formula of the Compton scattering is based on the condition that the initial electron is at least with 
momentum 0=p? . In this case, the calculation can be simplified greatly, but we can not get complete 
description of symmetry violation. So we calculate the problem under the general situation with 0≠p? . 
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Suppose that the electric mass is m , the energy of initial state electron is pE , the energy and momentum 
of initial state photon are κω  and k
?
, the energy and momentum of final state photon are lω  and l
?
 
individually. Let 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )leˆkˆkeˆlekkeR ??? ρσνρνααμσμ γγγ ′′= ＝      ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )keˆkˆleˆkekleR ???? σρμσμαανρν γγγ ′=′=      (30) 
We take αα kk =′  before time reversal, and take ( )0ik,kkk ?−==′ αα  after time reversal in (26). By using 
the relation ( ) ( ) 0=+ pumip r ? , as well as the energy and momentum conservation relation lkpq −+= , 
we can obtain transition probability after the statistical average are carried out over the helicity indexes 
( ) ( ) ( )∑∑= =+ +
2
1
2
1
2
2222
1
s r
rs pRuqu
mQ
~SS   
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2122 4
1
4
1 AA
kp
RimqˆRimpˆTr
kp
+
⋅
=++
⋅
=                (31) 
Here                   ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) RRTrmkeˆkˆleˆpˆleˆkˆkeˆpˆTrA 21 +′= ??? σρρσ                     (32) 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )keˆkˆleˆlˆkˆleˆkˆkeˆpˆTrA ??? σρρσ ′−′=2                        (33) 
By using the formula below 
nnnnnnnn PPTrPPPPPPPTrP μμμμμμμμ γγγγγγγγ 11332111332211 −−−− ⋅⋅⋅⋅=⋅⋅⋅  
11221112231 −−−− ⋅⋅⋅⋅+⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅− nnnnnnn PTrPPPPPTrPPP μμμμμ γγγγγ  ( n  is an even number)  (34) 
By the direct calculation, we obtain 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )kekkepkpleklepkekkepkpA ?????? σσρρσσ ⋅′⋅′⋅−⋅′⋅⋅′⋅+′⋅= 24328 21     (35) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )lekelekkeplkklkkkpA ???? ρσρσ ⋅⋅′⋅−⋅′+−⋅′′⋅= 482  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )lekleplkkkekkeˆplkk ???? ρρσσ ⋅′⋅−⋅′−⋅′⋅−⋅′− 1616  
      ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )lelklekkekkep ???? ρρσσ ⋅−⋅′⋅′⋅+ 32                     (36) 
The following formulas are used to calculate the statistical average and the sum of photon’s polarization 
   ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]4422
1
1
μννμνμ
σ
μν
σ
ν
σ
μ δδω
ω
δ kkikkkeke k
k
+−−=∑
＝
??
                (37) 
   ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]4422
1
1
μννμνμ
ρ
μν
ρ
ν
ρ
μ δδω
ω
δ llilllele l
l
+−−=∑
＝
??
                 (38) 
By considering ( )222 2 kpmQ ⋅=+ , we get at last 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )⎢⎣
⎡
+++′⋅−−⋅′′⋅−′⋅
⋅
4321
2
2 444812168
1 BBBBkplkkkpkp
kp
SS ～＋  
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 ( ) ⎥⎦
⎤
+++−⋅′+ 21521 321512 BBBBBkk                      (39) 
Here                    ( )⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
⋅′+⋅+⋅′⋅= pkk
k
kEkkpkkkpB ωω
ω 2
1
1  
                          ( )⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
⋅′+⋅+⋅′⋅= pll
l
lEklplklpB ωω
ω 22
1                      (40) 
                          ( )
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
⋅+−⋅′−⋅′= klkk
k
lkkklkB ωωωω
ω 2
3
1  
                          ( )⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
⋅′+⋅+⋅⋅′= lklklklkB lk
k
ωω
ω 2
4
1                        (41) 
       ( )⎩⎨
⎧
⋅+⋅′⋅+⋅′⋅′⋅= kkl
lk
lklkkplklkkpB ωωω
ωω 22
5
1 ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
⋅′⋅+⋅′⋅+ plk lEklklkkp ωω  
( )
⎭⎬
⎫
⋅−⋅′−⋅−⋅′⋅− klklkllk lklkkplkkp ωωωωωωωω                 (42) 
By taking αα kk =′  in (39), we get the transition probability before time reversal. By ( )0ik,kkk ?−==′ αα , 
we get the transition probability after time reversal. It is obvious that the results are different in both 
situations with TT SSSS
++ ≠ . For the Compton scattering process, we have to consider the interference 
effect of identical particles actually, but it does not effect the conclusion of symmetry violation of time 
reversal so we do not consider it here. Let’s estimate the magnitude order of symmetry violation. The first 
and last items of (39) contain the factor 22 mp ～ , which is main in the formula under the condition of low 
energy. We only discuss symmetry violation caused by the first item. The transition probabilities are 
individually before and after time reversal 
( )
( ) 2
2
kp
kp
Ekp
Ekp
SS
ω
ω
−⋅
−⋅+ ??
??
～                 ( )( ) 2
2
kp
kp
TT Ekp
Ekp
SS
ω
ω
−⋅
+⋅+ ??
??
～              (43) 
So the symmetry violation of time reversal can be described by the formula below 
( )2
4
kp
kpTT
Ekp
kpE
SS
SSSS
ω
ωβ
−⋅
⋅−
=
+
++
??
??
～                            (44) 
Under the condition of low energy with pEp <<
? , we have 14 <<⋅ kpE/kp ωβ
??～ . In this case, the 
symmetry is very small. If initial electron is at rest with 0=p?  and mEp = , we have 0=β . The 
symmetry violation of the first items is zero, though other items still violate symmetry with small 
magnitude. But under the condition of high energy with pEp～? , β  may be very great so that great 
symmetry violation would be caused for the second order process of the Compton scattering. However, the 
experiments of particle physics show that this is impossible for the low order processes to violate the 
symmetry of time reversal with so big magnitude order.  
By the same reason, after the process reversions of particle’s creations and annihilations are 
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considered, the other second order processes of electromagnetic interaction to contain the internal 
propagation lines of electrons such as the scattering between positive electron-photon and the annihilation 
between positive and negative electrons also violate time reversal symmetry, thought they are actually 
impossible. But for the other second order processes to contain the internal propagation lines of photons 
such as the scatterings between electrons as well as positive and negative electrons, there exist no the 
symmetry violation of time reversal.  
 
3. T Violation in the normalization processes of third order vertex angles 
In view of a few references reported, the T,P,C  transformations in the normalization processes of 
high order perturbation of electromagnetic interaction are discussed in detail below. When an electron is 
scattered by external electromagnetic field, by omitting the invariable factor ( )kppe −− 124δ－ , the total 
probability amplitude of the first and third order processes can be written as ( )10  
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )kpup,ppu~S rs ??? σμμ εΓ 12122−                         (45) 
Here 12 ppk −= . The formula above can be considered as a part of more complex Feynman diagrams. 
Before regularization and normalization, (45) is symmetric under time reversal according to the current 
theory. After the regularization is carried out, by separating infinite quantity, we get 
( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ]212212212 11 p,pL~p,pLp,p ff μμμμμ ΛγΛγΓ ++++=              (46) 
In which L  is infinite, ( ) ( )212 , ppfμΛ  does not contain ultraviolet divergence but contains infrared 
divergence. In order to eliminate infrared divergence, we suppose that photon has a small static mass ρ  at 
first. Then let 0→ρ  after finishing calculation. By introducing the charge normalization to let 
( )Lee +→ 1 , we obtain finite probability amplitude 
( ) ( )( )[ ] ( ) ( )kpup,ppu~S rfs ??? σμμμ εΛγ 12122 +−                       (47) 
In which  
                         ( )( ) ( ) ( ) νμνμμ σγΛ kp,pKp,pGp,pf 2121212 +=                      (48) 
                         ( )μννμμν γγγγσ −= i2
1
                              (49) 
( ) ( )∫ ∫ −= 1
0 0
0221 1
1x mxx
q
dydxp,pK                          (50) 
( ) ( ) ( )
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
−−−−= ∫∫ ∫ 022
0
2
2
1
1
0
1
0 0
21 22
11 mxx
q
yxyk
q
dzdydxp,pG
x
 
( )( ) ( )
⎥⎥⎦
⎤
−+−+−+ 20
2
2
2
2 22
1111 mxx
q
yyxk
q
－                     (51) 
( )xxmq −+= 1222020 ρ          ( )zyxykqq −+= 22021                  (52) 
( ) ( ) ( )xxpkyyppkxpxmq −++−+++= 12121212202 ρ                   (53) 
Let 21 SSS += , we have 
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( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )kpupup,pGS rs ??? σμμ εγ 12211 1＋～                        (54) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )kpukpup,pKS rs ??? σμνμν εσ 12212～                        (55) 
According to the current definition of time reversal, we have ii −→ , kk
??
−→ , μμ kk −=  and 
μμ pp −→ . So 
2k , 2p  and pk ⋅  are the invariable quantities of time reversal. The functions 
( )21 p,pG  and ( )21 p,pK  in (54) and (55) are also unchanged under time rsversal. By considering the 
anti-unitary nature of time reversal operators and the transformations (19), inserting factor 124 =γ  in the 
formula, we have the time reversal of 1S   
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )kpu~pukpupu~S rsrsT ?????? σμμτσμμτ εγγεγγγ 142124421 ∗∗∗ −=−   
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )kpupukpu~pu srsr ?????? σμμσμτμτ εγεγγ 21241 −=−= ∗                  (56) 
On the other hand, by taking the complex conjugation of (50) and (52) and inserting 124 =γ , we get 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )kpupukpupuS srsr ?????? σμμσμμ εγεγγγ 21242411 =++～                 (57) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )kpupukpupu~S rsrsT ?????? σμμσμμ εγεγγγ 12142421 −=− ++                 (58) 
So we have ＋11 SS T −= , 11 SS T −=
+  and 1111 SSSS TT
++
= . Then let’s consider the time reversal of 2S . 
Referring to the definition of (45), we define  
( )μννμμνμν γγγγγσγσ −== i2
1
44             ( )μννμμν γγγγσ ~~~~i~ −= 2
1            (59) 
By considering (24), we have 
( ) μνμννμμν σγγγγγσγ ~~~~~i −=−−=∗ 2144                         (60) 
( ) ( ) μντμτντντμτμννμτμν σγγγγγγγγσ −=−−=−= ~~~~i~~~~i~ 2121                  (61) 
By the relations above and inserting 124 =γ  in the formula, the time reversals of 2S  and S  are 
individually 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )kkpu~pukkpupu~S vrsvrsT ?????? σμμντσμμντ εγσεγσγ 142124422 ∗∗∗ −=   
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )kkpupukkpu~pu vsrvsr ?????? σμμνσμτμντ εσεσγ 21241 =−= ∗               (62) 
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )kpukp,pKp,pGpuS svrT ??? σμμνμ εσγ 221211 1 ⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
−−= ＋             (63) 
It is easy to prove μνμν σσ =
+ , μνμν σσ
~~
=
+  and μνμν σσ =
+ . So by taking the complex conjugations of 
2S  and TS2 , and inserting 1
2
4 =γ  in the formula, we obtain 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )kkpupukkpupuS vsrvsr ?????? σμμνσμμν εσεγσγ ∗∗++ = 21242412～                (64) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )kkpupukkpupuS vrsvrsT ?????? σμμνσμμν εσεγσγ ∗∗++ = 12142422 ～               (65) 
Because of ( ) ( ) vv kik,kik,kk −=−−=−=∗ 00 ?? , we have at last 
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( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )kpukp,pKp,pGpuS rsT ??? σμνμνμ εσγ 121212 1 ⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
−=
∗+ －＋  
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )kpukp,pKp,pGpu rs ??? σμνμνμ εσγ 121212 1 ⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
+−= ＋            (66) 
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )kpukp,pKp,pGpuS rvs ??? σμμνμ εσγ 121212 1 ⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
= ＋＋                (67) 
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )kpukp,pKp,pGpuS svr ??? σμμνμ εσγ 221211 1 ⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
=
∗+ ＋＋   
  ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )kpukp,pKp,pGpu svr ??? σμμνμ εσγ 221211 1 ⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
−= ＋               (68) 
Comparing TS  with 
+S , as well as +TS  with S , we know that there exists a difference between νk  
and νk  (or k
?
−  and k
?
). To let νν kk −→  in S , we obtain 
+
TS . To let 
∗∗ → νν kk  (It is also equivalent 
to let kk
??
−→ ) in +S , we obtain TS . That is, to let νν kk →  in SS
+ , we obtain +TT SS . So, similar to 
the result of the second order electron-photon scattering, we have SSSS TT
++ ≠  in this case. The transition 
probability of the normalization process of third order vertex angle violates time reversal symmetry.  
We can also prove that the total transition probability of all normalization processes of third order 
vertex angles in the coordinate space is still unchanged under T  transformations. When we use the wave 
functions of the coordinate space to describe the interaction Hamiltonian, we have the equivalent relations  
( ) ( ) ννσμμ ε xikekxA ?→              ( ) ( ) νμμνν ∂−→∂−= ixA/xAik           (69) 
So we can always write the total probability amplitude of the third order vertex angle processes as equally 
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t,xt,xAt,xKt,xAt,xGt,x~S ?????? 12 1 ψσγψ μνμνμμ ⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ ∂′−′+            (70) 
The formula contains four processes, i.e., the scattering between electron and electron as shown in (34), and 
the scattering between positive electron and positive electron with ( ) ( ) ( )kapvpv~S rs μ12 , as well as the 
generations and annihilations processes of electron-positive electron with ( ) ( ) ( )xapvpu~S rs μ12  and 
( ) ( ) ( )kapupv~S rs μ12 . The operator ( )ti∂∇=∂ ，ν  is unchanged under time reversal. And so do for the 
functions with ( ) ( )t,xGt,xG −′→′ ??  and ( ) ( )t,xKt,xK −′→′ ?? . Under time reversal, we have ii −→  and 
( ) ( )t,xAt,xA −−→ ?? μμ . By considering the relation 2442 σγγσ =  and μνμν σσσσ −=∗ 22 , the time 
reversal of (69) becomes 
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t,xt,xAt,xKit,xAt,xGt,x~ST −⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
−∂−′+−−′+−− ∗∗ ?????? 12422422 1 ψσσγσσγγσψ μνμνμμ＋  
       ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t,xt,xAt,xKit,xAt,xGt,x −⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
−∂−′−−−′+−−= ?????? 12 1 ψσγψ μνμνμμ         (71) 
On the other hand, if let tt −→  in (72) and take ( )t/i, ∂∂∇=∂′ν , we would have 
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  ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t,xt,xAt,xiKt,xAt,xG t,x~t,xS −
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
−∂′−−−−+−−− ??????? ψσγψ μνμνμμ1         (72) 
Because of ( )t/i, ∂∂−∇=∂≠∂′ νν , we have ( ) ( )t,xSt,xST −≠ ?? . According to the definition of (5), when 
the interaction Hamiltonian in the coordinate space is unchanged under time reversal, we should have 
( ) ( )t,xSt,xST −= ?? . Because this condition can not be satisfied, (73) violates the symmetry of time reversal. 
That is to say, in light of the current definition of time reversal in quantum field theory, no matter in the 
momentum space or in the coordinate space, no matter for a single process or for the sum of all processes, 
the normalization processes of third order vertex angles violate the symmetry of time reversal.  
 
4. P, C transformations of the normalization processes of third order vertex angles 
Then let’s discuss the P  transformation of the normalization process of third order vertex angle. 
According to the current definition, under the P  transformation, we have xx ?? −→ , kk ?? −→ , pp ?? −→ , 
( ) μμ kik,kk =−→ 0? , μμ pp →  and ss −→  for helicity. So the quantities 2k , 2p , pk ⋅ , ( )21 p,pG  
and ( )21 p,pK  are unchanged under the P  transformation. In the current quantum field theory, the P  
transformations of spinor filed and electromagnetic field are defined as individually 
      ( ) ( ) ( )xt,xPt,xP ϕϕϕ −=−−=− ?? 1          ( ) ( ) ( )xt,xPt,xP +−+ −=−−= ϕϕϕ ?? ＋1        (73) 
 ( ) ( ) ( )xt,xPt,xP ψγψγψ 441 =−=− ??        ( ) ( ) ( ) 441 γψγψψ xt,xPt,xP =−=− ??        (74) 
         ( ) ( ) ( )xAt,xAPt,xAP ????? −=−−=−1          ( ) ( ) ( )xAt,xAPt,xPA 4414 =−=− ??           (75) 
Here ( )t,xx ?−= . We can write (74) as ( ) ( )xAPxPA μμ =−1  for simplification. In the momentum space, 
we have the P  transformation 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )kk,kPkP ????? σμσσσμ εεεε =⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
−→− 4
1                        (76) 
( ) ( )1411 puPpPu ss ?? −= −− γ             ( ) ( ) 4212 γpuPpuP ss ?? −= −−              (77) 
By considering relations ( ) ( )kk ?? σμμσμμ εγεγ =  and ( ) ( )kkkk vv ?? σμμνσμμν εσεσ = , as well as the relations 
above, we have transformations of 1S  and 2S  
( ) ( ) ( )kpupu~S rsP ??? σμμ εγγγ 14421 −− −−  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 11212 Skpupukpupu rsrs →== −−−− ?????? σμμσμμ εγεγ              (78) 
( ) ( ) ( )kkpupu~S vrsP ??? σμμν εγσγ 14422 −− −−  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 21212 Skkpupukkpupu vrsvrs →== −−−− ?????? σμμνσμμν εσεσ        (79) 
It means SSP →  under the P  transformation, so we still have SSSS TT ＋=+ . Thought the directions of 
particle’s momentums and helicities are reversed simultaneously, the transition probability is unchanged. It 
is easy to prove that the process shown in (6) is also unchanged under P  transformation. We have 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )kup
mQ
Q,QimlquiS rsP
?????
−
+
−−
−−
−− 4
2
422
42
44 γεγγ
γγγεγ σμμανρν～  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )kup
mQ
Q,Qimlqui rs
?????
−−
+
−−
−=
σ
μμ
α
ν
ρ
ν εγ
γγε 22 4  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )kup
mQ
iQmlqui rs
????
−−
+
−
−=
σ
μμ
αα
ν
ρ
ν εγ
γγε 22                      (80) 
The difference between S  and PS  is only at ss −→ , but this does not affect the transition probability 
when we take the sum over the helicity indexes.  
At last let’s discuss the C  transformation of the normalization process of third order vertex angle. In 
the current quantum field theory, the C  transformations of electromagnetic field and spinor filed are 
defined as  
( ) ( )xACxCA μμ −=−1                                 (81) 
The momentums and helicities of particles and μk , are unchanged under C  transformation. The C  
transformation of electromagnetic field in momentum space is  
( ) ( )kCkC ?? σμσμ εε −=−1                                （82） 
The current definition of C  transformation of spinor particles are 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xxxCxC *c ψγψγγψψ τ 2421 ===−                        (83) 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) 424211 γγψγψγψψ τ xxxCxC c === ∗−− ＋                     (84) 
We now show that (83) would read to inconsistent result, i.e., We can obtain the correct C  transformation 
of creation and annihilation operator, but can not obtain the correct C  transformation of wave functions 
)( pus
?  and )( pvs ?  in momentum space. According the (83) and by using relation ( )8 ： 
            ( ) ( )pvpu ss ?? =∗2γ                    ( ) ( )pupv ss ?? =∗2γ                  (85) 
We have 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )∑ ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
+= ⋅
∗+⋅−∗
sp
xip
ss
xip
ss epdpvepbpuE
mx
,
*
2
*
2
*
2 ?
???? γγψγ  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∑ ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
+= ⋅⋅−+
sp
xip
ss
xip
ss epdpuepbpvE
m
,?
????                  (86) 
上式中实际上已令 ( ) ( )pbpb ss ?? +=* ， ( ) ( )pdpd ss ?? =∗+ )( 。另一方面，我们又有： 
       ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∑ ⎥⎦⎤⎢⎣⎡ +== −−+−⋅−−− sp ipxssxipssc eCpCdCpCveCpCbCpuCE
mCxCx
,
11111
?
????ψψ    (87) 
再按（2.83）式将以上两式进行对照，就得到： 
( ) ( )pdCpCb ss ?? =−1                  ( ) ( )pbCpCd ss ?? +−+ =1              (88) 
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( ) ( )puCpCu ss ?? =−1                   ( ) ( )pvCpCv ss ?? =−1               (89) 
In the C  transformation, the annihilation operator ( )pbs ?  of spinor positive particle exchanges with the 
annihilation operator ( )pds ?  of spinor anti-particle each other and the creation operator ( )pds ?+  of spinor 
anti-particle exchanges with the creation operator ( )pbs ?+  of spinor positive particle. They are correct. But 
in the C  transformation, spinor particle’s wave functions in momentum space are unchanged. This is 
incorrect. According to the rules of Fermanian diagram in quantum field theory, wave function ( )pus ?  
represents to create a spinor positive particle, ( )pus ?  represents to annihilate a spinor positive particle, 
( )pvs ?  represents to create a spinor anti-particle, ( )pvs ?  represents to annihilate a spinor anti-particle. The 
real C  transformation should be that ( )pus ?  is transformed into ( )pvs ?  and ( )pvs ?  is transformed into  
( )pus ?  with 
( ) ( )pvCpCu ss ?? =−1                    ( ) ( )puCpCv ss ?? =−1              (90) 
In fact, in the concrete calculation of current quantum theory of fields, physicists always use (90). The high 
order interaction processes of are unchanged under C . However, if use (90), we can not have (88). So the 
current C  transformation of quantum theory of fields is inconsistent. Thought in the practical problems, it 
seems that physicists can always calculate C  transformation in the correct manner. 
 
5. C, P, T transformations of normalizations of self-energy and vacuum polarization  
In order to eliminate the infinite of electron self-energy, the Hamiltonian of electromagnetic 
interaction should be revised as 
ℋ ( ) ψψδψψ mAˆieN −−=                             (91) 
The revised Hamiltonian in the coordinate space is still unchanged under T,P,C  transformations. But we 
need to calculate concrete problems in momentum space. For the Compton scattering, after mass 
renormalization is considered, the total transition probability amplitude of the second and third order 
processes can be written as ( )10  
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )11112222 pukkpSkpuie~S rfs ???? σμμνρν εγγε −                   (92) 
Here ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )222 /ˆ mppimpS f +−= . Let 11 kpp −= , we have 
( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )pSmippSpSpS Ffff ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
++= δπΣ 422 2                 (93) 
( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) μμ γγπΣ kpSkDkdep ff −= ∫ 4822 2                   (94) 
Before the calculation of regularization, (101) is unchanged under time reversal with TT SSSS
++
= . 
Because ( ) ( )p2Σ  contains infinite, we have to separate it. By regularization calculation, we get 
( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )ppSpBSmip fff 22142 2 ΣδπΣ −− ++−=                 (95) 
Here B  is an infinite quantity, but ( ) ( )pF2Σ  does not contain ultraviolet divergence again with form  
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( )( ) ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )[ ] ( )
( )∫ ∫ −++ ⎭
⎬⎫⎩⎨
⎧
+++−−−−
=
1
0
1
0
22226
2
2
1
11211
2 xzzmpxm
xmzxxxmpˆix
dzdxiepf ）（πΣ            (96) 
The integral can be written simply as 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )piFpSpiApiF
mp
mpˆimppip ff +=+
+
−
+= 22
222 αΣ               (97) 
In which ( )pA  and ( )pF  are real number. Substitute (103) and (105) into (100), and let  
( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ]ppSB~ppSBpS fffFf 222 11 ΣΣ ++++=  
 ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
+++= piFpSpiAB f11                           (98) 
Then we take charge normalization to let eBe +→ 1 , (100) becomes 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )11111111222 1 pukkpiFkpSkpiAkpuie~S rfs ???? σμμνρν εγγε ⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
+++++        (99) 
( )pS f , ( )pA  and ( )pB  are unchanged under time reversal. The result is similar to the Compton 
scattering of the second order process, the existence of inertial propagation line of fermions violates time 
reversal symmetry. This kind of violation has nothing to do with of normalization. It is obvious that the 
normalization process described by (107) is unchanged under C,P  transformations. 
The regularization and normalization processes of vacuum polarization are discussed below. The total 
probability amplitude of vacuum polarization containing a second order process and a fourth order process 
can be written as ( )10  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2431213 pupuppDpupuS sq,frt ???? νμνμ γγ −～                  (100) 
Here fD  is the factor of photon propagation line. Let 31 ppk −= , we have 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )kDkkDkDkD ffff 22 μνμνμν Πδ +=，                      (101) 
( )( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ]22212 −− += fff DkkGDk ΠδΠ μνμν                         (102) 
( )( ) ( )
( )( )
( )∫ −+ −−=
1
0
22
2
6
2
22
1
3212
23 ykm
yyydyiekf
π
Π                        (103) 
Here G is an infinite quantity. By the charge renormalization to let eGe +→ 1 , (108) can be written as 
( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ] ( ) ( )242213 1 pupukpupu~S sqfrt ???? νμνμ γδγ Π+                  (104) 
Because ( )( )22 kfΠ  is unchanged under T  and P  transformations with kk ?? −→ , so (104) is 
invariable. It is obvious that the process is also unchanged under C . That is to say that the normalization 
processes of vacuum polarization are invariable under TPC ,,  transformations. Therefore, only the 
symmetry violation of time reversal exists in the normalization processes of high order perturbation of 
electromagnetic interaction, when we calculate concrete problems in momentum space in which the 
reversions of particle’s creation and annihilation processes are considered.  
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6. Discussion 
In the discussion above, we have strictly obeyed the rules of T,P,C  transformations defined in 
quantum field theory. The results show that when we calculate transition probability in the coordinate space, 
for the sum of all concrete processes, electromagnetic interaction is symmetric under time reversal. This is 
why we always consider micro-processes with time reversal symmetry up to now. However, when we 
calculate same concrete processes just as the second order Compton scattering in which the internal 
propagation lines of fermions are involved, time reversal symmetry would be violated. The reason is that 
when we calculate the transition probabilities of a certain concrete problem in the momentum space in 
which particle’s creations and annihilations are involved, the reversions of processes would violate the 
symmetry of time reversal. In the situations of high energy, symmetry violation may be very great. But 
when we discuss the same problems for the sum of processes in the coordinate space, no reversions of 
processes are involved, so that no symmetry violation appears. Meanwhile, when we calculate the third 
order vertex angle problems, no matter in the momentum space or in the coordinate space, no matter for a 
single process or for the sum of all processes, the normalization processes of the third order vertex angles 
violate the symmetry of time reversal.  
Because the internal propagation lines and the vertex angle are the basic elements in the Feynman 
diagram of quantum field theory, this kinds of symmetry violations would be general, not only existing in 
electromagnetic interaction, but also existing in strong and weak interactions, if the rules of time reversal  
transformation defined in quantum field theory is correct. However, as we known that big symmetry 
violation of time reversal in the low order processes can not be founded in the experiments. Thought it may 
be possible to find small symmetry violation of time reversal in the normalization processes of high order 
perturbation, which would be useful for us to explain the famous problems of the irreversibility origin of 
macro-systems, big symmetry violation in the low order processes is impossible. Because the processes 
above are still unchanged under P,C  transformations, the results would lead to the CPT  violation of 
low order processes. Of cause, this is unacceptable. 
There exists the same problem for the C  transformation. For the calculations of concrete problems 
in the momentum space, the current C  transformations are not real ones. We also face the same problem 
to re-define the C  transformation in quantum field theory. So the current T,P,C  transformation of 
quantum field theory has foundational difficulty. We have to look new scheme. These problems will be 
solved well in the author’s another paper “A More Rational and Perfect Scheme of C, P, T Transformations 
as well as C, P, T Violations in Renormalization Processes of High Order Perturbation in Quantum Field 
Theory” ( )11 . 
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